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·Adfni~sions·. reception
attracts gifted students
Approxlm~tely 300 high. sehool
students and their parents wrricd out
fopours of Xavier and receptions last
Sunday as pan of Xavier's '. 'Admissions with Distinction" pr<ig~am. · .

•Students-' were di".ided i~to groups the reception as •'to try to. increase
and. given tours of the Xavier cam- . the yield (number of students who
. pus. Students visited the academic actually come to Xavier) among this
· departments of their interests .and the .highly . qualified, highly talented
· financial aid office.
. .
group of students by having them
late .. afternoon receptions 'were visit the campus and see it in a
The program.; designed to· en· . held for student5 in Marion and Cor- positive light,''
· ·
courage high school seniors with ex- rilliam Halls; Xavier's honor dorms.
Generally, in order to qualify for
ceptional academic .records to attend
Admission with Distinction a student
Xavier admissions officials were must graduate in the top three perXavier, commencec;I with a reception.
held in· .the University Center . pleased with the results of the recep·. cent of his or her high school class.
Cafeteria at noon. The brurich in· tiOn .. "'Almost 20 Xavier students · ,and have an SAT score of llOO or
above or an ACT score of 27 or
eluded 'speeches by Xavier .President' gave tours of the cainpus Sunday.
Reverend Charles Currie, S.J., Rene They really helped 'show off' the better.
Although this is the second year
[)urand,. dean of admissions and campus and the visitors seemed very
financial aid, and Ann Rahrig, presi~· impressed by the friendliness of our the program has been offered, this.
derit of the honor society Alpha student .tour guides," commented was. -the fir5t year a receptfon was
Sigma Nu. Entenainment·was pro· Ruslyn Case, director of the student held.
vided by the Edgecliff Singers and admission assistants program.
"The reception seemed to be a
flutists.
· ·Twenty-two faculty .members also very positive experience ... we won't
h~lped during the. day.
.
know·· for sure until next ·year,''
For the. remainder of the aftern0;0n. . . Durand described the purpose of Durand said.

Dr. Richard BonvlHaln, dif.ctci .,of the Unlveralty Scholara Progr1m, ex··
pl1lnecl th• progrem end 111 ·HIP (High lnt1n1lty Progrem) couru1 to prospective 1tudent1 end their parent• l11t Sunday. Th• gathering In Marlon
.H1ll'1 chapel w11 pert of· actlvltl.. for 1tudent1. In Xlivl1r'1 "Adml11lon1
With Dl1tlnctlon"progr1111; (Tony Martino photo).·
·

WoFking Orl Str8$s profiles
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for spilng break) ..· ~tre~s ov~r a period of time may
What causes stress differs with each deplete the body's ability to "bounce
Dr: Sharon Kiley; director of com- person.
.
.
back" from turmoil in life. This may
mµnity services for the Hamilton
Physical changes that occur in the c:ause severe medical problems, Kiley
County Board of Health, lectured on body while under strciis were also ex-· said .• Headaches, ulcers and bean
both. good and· bad .,aspects. of stress arnined.' ~ilc;y~referred to_ the pam- ' problems are just some of the many
and gave tips on ''working out your · phlet "How 'to get Unstressed_: The stress-related ailments.
own stress profile''· in the Terrace.< : Bare F~cts'' prepared by the UniversiRoom on Wednesday, February 16. ·- · i:y of Wisconsin which holds thai:
Although it appears that stress is
··Ac:cordi~g .to Kiley; stress . is a ... ''when you.· are under. stress, your always bad, Kiley said that actually ,
"biological response to anything ·that body responds with a surge of hor· that is not ·the case, Stress may
may cause merital pressure. or bodily mones including adrenalin.'~ The motivate one to do new things, to set..
strain. Any situation that puts a de- resulting physical and chemical chain and reach goals. When stress .
mand on so~eone to whiC:h he must .reactions are responsible for prepar- · becomes excessive, she added, it theri
adju5t, adopt or respond to may ing the individual for quick action,· .. becomes harmful.
cause stre5s.. These demands and yet also .lead to. stress. ' '
Kiley recommended a regimen 'of
s~tuations may be unpleasant (studyKiley advocated stress manage· good nutrition, exercise and relaxaing and taking mid~te.rm ex~) or· ment because freque~t intervals of. tion-to combat.and ~elieve stress.

··

BY LEO LEFORT~ · ·
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' pl~~~itt :(waiting

New• Report•;.

.Wednesday~

March 23 .
through Tuesday, March ·29
Schedule· booklets will ·be available beginning March 16 in the ·
Registrar's Office.
.
Business Students - sign up for a counseling appointment at tl,e
Business College table, first. floo~ corridor, Alter Hall, beg!nning
Wednesday, March 16.

Arts and Science Students - consult the departm~ntal bulletin board
of your declared major, or the main bulletin ~ard in the Alter Hall
lobby, for the name and office location of your faculty' adviser, beg~
ning Wednesday, March 16.

Arts and Sciences Students with an undeclared major - consult Fr.
Bennish, Alter 104B,. Dr .. Napoleon Bryant, Alter/ 104C, Dr.
Schweiken~ Alter 104D, Fr. Kennealy, Alter 124, or Dr. Cusick, Alter
12~. beginning Wednesday, March ·16.
Edgecliff Students - Information will be posted on the academic
bulletin board, lower level of Sullivan Hall, beginning Wednesday,
March·l6. ·

.-, ;XU women·· assaulted
I

assailant, Wood explained.
No serious injuries resulted from
·
. Two Xavi.er women.were physically the attack.
The assailant has a criminal record ..
assaulted. outside. of Joseph Hall according. to Dan Wood, chief of He is not affiliated with Xavier. ·
Xavi~r Police. A Fe~ruary 14 assault "We~ve never had any contact with ·
·, was followed by the disruptipn of a him before,'' Wood asserted.
dass in the same building later that
Wood said that the man · '.'is
week by the same individual, Wqod. -,somewhat· <Jangerous" .as he has
said. ·' . ·
. displayed aggressive behavior. Ifhe is
Names of the women involved and found on campus again, he said, the
, the name. of the . assaifant have not . individual will be. arrested for
bCen released.
·
'
.. criminal trespassing.
As the Xavier students were enter·
The Cincinnati Police are aware of
ing Joseph; a man approached them the incident, Wood said.
demandin'g change, said Wood. The'
·He emphasized the imponance of
man then· began to hit i:he111 on their .. disclosing · informatfon about un·
backs and faces.· · · ·
··
familiar persons ·. on campus or
· _lhe incident was not reported un· .. unlawful eventli to the Xavier Police.
ti,I t~e day after it happened. "Both · "I can't stress eno~gh for people to
v1ctuns refused to sign warrants". repon these things when they '
against their 26-year old . male . happen:''
BY MARY T. SPRAUL
New• Editor

new

Nine
membera wer9 lftductecl lntoihe Xivler Sport1 Hall of Fa~e l11t Saturday: Lett to right: Art Hauur, .·
Jim Puthoff, Tony: Olbenlln8, Joe Viviano, Ron Ottlfii, ·Ray· laldWln, fl'.lnk Tartaron, Rich Piontek; H1nk
Stein. (l'qny:Martlno photo.)
. ·
..
·
.
. )._., ..... -·
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UPDATE

IS YOUR FUTURE
IN :\THE AIR.· ~- .----..c
·

10K· 14K ·

Southem Ohio Gold
& Sliver Exchange
631·9900 .·

CAMPUS MINISTRY WORK RETREAT WEEKEND FOR LENT
Over-the-Rhine work retreat .with a housing ministry cooperative
group is offered as a Lenten Retreat option, March 18-20, the weekend
after Spring Break. Space is limited so contact Joe Tito, S.)., before
Spring Break at x3201.

SCHOLARSHIP GRANTS AVAILABLE

.

.

"Buying Class Rings''

Selling 14K Chains
"We wlll trade for rings"
· Open Sunday Noon·Spm
Weekdays-10am.e:30pm

.

·1f you .arc of Polish descent, you may qualify for a scholarship from
the Polonia Foundation of Ohio. Applications for all scholarship awards
arc available from the Scholarship Chairman Stanley Samek, Polonia
Foundation of Ohio, Inc., Box 9195, Cleveland, Ohio 44137. Applica·
tion deadline is April 30, 1983,

·AIR FORCE SCHOLARSHIPS

Downtown - beautiful
one/two person offices.
Restored office complex with
shared secretarial services
Including photocopier,
· typing, word processor,
phone answering .and free
parking. Utlllties & Janitorial
service included.

15:

MARION HAU
Applications arc available at the Inform~tion Desk for residence in
. Marion Hall,· Xavier's men's honors dormitory, for the 1983-1984
academic year. For niorc information contact Rich Berning at x3231.
The acadlinc is March· 28.
.
1983-198" EDITORS SOUGHT
Applications arc now being .accepted for editor-in-chief and also
busiilcss-advcnising manager of the 1983· l 984 Xavier News, for editor·
in-chief of the 1983-1984· Muskeleer, and for the 1983-1984

A1hen11eum.

PILOTS•NAVIGATORS•SYSTIMS OPIUTORS

Office for Lease

'fPc United States Air Force is offering four year scholarships to
highly qualified students who will begin their ·first year of medical
school in 1983. Interested students should call 1-800-543•4223 no later
than March
for information .. ' ·

TRAINING: Training programs offerin~ a early managerial
and trechnical responsibilities. Immediate opening in ·
.. · . .
aviation management.
· . .· ' - ·.

S140o200lmonth, call
Bruce at Laker Co.·
381-1395

QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BS/BA degree (summer ~ad•
uates may inquire). Applicants must be no more than 29 years old. Relocation required. Applicants must pass. ·
aptitude and physical examinations and qualify for' security
clearan.ce. U.S. citizenship required;.
.
·.
BENEFITS: Excellent package includes 30 days' earned
annual vacation; Medical/dental/low cost life insurance .
coverage and other tax-free incentives. Dependents' benefits
available. Extensive training program provided. Promotion ·.
program included.
·
PROCEDUREi Send a r6sum6 to, ~r Call! Naval Management
Programs
Lt. Bemle Donathan
NaYy Officer Program
550 Main St. · .
Cincinnati, OH 45202
PH: (513) 684-2806

··

tV jl i' I () t¥ jl I. tV f; 14f 5 -

Deadline for applications is no later than Friday, March 4, to Linnea
Lose, chairperson, Programs and Publications Committee, 104 Husman
Hall.
.
.
Guidelines for writing an application and criteria for sClcction of
editors and business manager arc available at the Information Desk in
University Center, or at the Public Information Office at 104 Husman
Hall.
Interviews for the positions· will be held immediately after spring
break.
·

·GUITAR SERIES

CAMPUS EDITION

.

Guitarist Michael Newman will
perform in the University Center
Theatre this Sunday; March 6, at
2:00 p.m. The soloist's recital will
iridudc works by Girolamo.
Frescobaldi, S.L; Weiss,· Fernando
Canilli, Reginald Smith Brindle,
Eduardo Falu, Hcitor Villa-Lobos
and M. Castclnuovo-Tcdcsco. For
more information call x3201.

UNLIMITED
FREE MILEAGE

AL MCGUIRE
Al McGuire, former coach of the NCAA champion Marquette War·
riors and NBC commentator, will speak at Xavier on Monday, March
. 14, in the University CCntcr Theatre at 8:00 P.. m. Mc~uirc will .discUss
his life and experiences as well as predicting the winners of the NCAA
tournament. Admission is free with XU l.D. Non-students will be ·
charged $3 .00.

. ··· See US before YoU make yQUr break. If you're· .

18 or older, your cash deposit, current
student J.D. and valid driver's license are
all you need to carry when you rent from

REAGONOMICS

us. Most major credit cards acceptecf'but
not required. You pay fotfJas and return
the car to the renting location. ··

.
. , ..
.
f'!otH/iKOUn/abW trl1Uf111/in. to
·
.
thrs tir s1m11aNU. car and ts subj«t to <h.a~ without notltt. 5/l«ific car.r subj«t to availability.

Supply-side economist Spencer Reibman, a former aide to Congressman Jack Kemp (R-NY) who was involved in writing the Kemp-Roth
tax reduction bill, will evaluate the Reagan administration~s economic
policies on Wednesday, ·March 16, at 8:00 p.m. in the Terrace Room. ·
His speech is free and open to the public. It is sponsored by· Xavier's
·
Economics Club.

..._, .....,,,. lletlonal eta.ntlon:

·~

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGIST

.

~.

..

Available at:
628 Walnut Street. .•.... .- ....................... 621-0202
11320 Chester Road (Marriott Inn). . ...... '. ....... 772-1022
580 Cincinnati-Batavia Pike...................... 528-5575
5568 Glenway Avenue......... : ... ~ .......... :. 451-8600
Greater Cincinnati Airport.................... 606-283-3655 ·

Dr. Miguelina Guirao, an experimental psychologist, will give a seminar on "Problems and Prospects In Psychophysics" at 4:00 p.m. on .
Thursday, March l, in CBA 5. She will also speak at 8:00 p.m. in Kelley
Auditorium on "A Perspective Towards Communication and· Behavior." Admission is free. All arc welcome.

·:CPR CLASSES
' Classes for CPR cenification will be held on March 15 and 17 from
'6:30 p.m.-9:30p.m. in the OKI Room. Cost is $5.00, payable at the
·first class; Sign up at the Information Desk; University Center until .
:March 4. The Class is limited to 45 people. For more information, con-·
;tact Judi Wachendorf at 542-2628 or the Biology Club.
·

WEAVING INVITATIONAL
Emery An Gallery at Edgecliff will house a weaving exhibit presented
by professional anists·from March 6-27. There will be a reception for the
exhibit Sunday, March 6, from 2:00-4:00 p.m.

FINE ARTS
The Fine Ans Committee of Student Government is sponsoring ·the
Enjoy the Ans program, which enables students to attend area cultural•
events at discounted prices. Membership is $19.50. For more infor~
mation; call 751-2700.
·
:
.

TEACHER OF THE YEAR
Alpha Sigma Nu is now accepting nominations for its founh annual..
Bishop Fenwick Teacher.of t.heYcar Award. Any group ofsilidents may :
· make a nomination. Complete rules are available ·from Ann Rahrig,
x3474; Beth Brinkmari, 521-0149; Dave Gunderman, x3925; or M.R.
Youstra; x3128. ·
· ·

ATHEN.A!\UM ·

.

.·

.

.

·. .

Thc,Athenaeum, Xavier's literary quanedy, is currently aei:epting ..
submissions. J\11 material and manuscripts should be submitted to the
Athenaeum: Xavier University ·Post .Office. Please include a SASE:
Deadline for submissions is March 16, 1983.

SENIORS .

. .

: ..:,. ::

.

Sign-up to have your senior pictures ·taken at Executive Studios; Ap- .
pointment sheets arc located at the Information Desk. Please sign ·up as
soon as possible for your picture if you would like it to be included in
the 1983 edition of the Musketeer. If the times at the Information Desk
. are inconvenient, please cal'! EXccutive Studios at 241-4959 for a more
convenient time. Deadline is the middle of March.

CAMPUS TALENT

,, .

.

The Student Activities Office is looking for legitimate talent on the
campus of Xavier University. If you arc a comic~ musician, singer, play .
. in a band, etc.,' we want you. Four or five ai:ts will be chosen to debut
the evenjng .of Thursday, April 7. The top three acts will receive cash
·prizes. For more information, contact Bill Lucci at x3202 or Terri at
. x3932.

: Re~e~l~iJ~tm.Garv~y : · .· ..·. ••. · ..
.·· .!Jleniitary Home Ml11lone11 Room 11, I,
":Box 464.04 · · . · : ·
· ·
Clnclnn11t1~ Ohio 45246 ·

Name
Addre11 · - - - - - - ' - - - - - ' - - - - ' - - - - , - - - - ' c . . , - - ' - - ' - ·."'".,__,..;......;-'----"----·.; .

City--.-··-----··_._.·stat~ - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - Z i p ' - - - - - -:

.

·,.'

~

·,

·" .'

, .• ., ...... ,.,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••••••••••.••••••••·.~•••••.·•-•.,.••••••••••••••""'•·••• .. o.•~ ... ··• , ........ ·.~
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Turn Around!

Beating the dorm munchies
BY MELISSA BRENNAN
'JEANNE VENNEMEYER
News Reporters

on tonight was so bad i decided to eat
these goldfish, but even they needed,
a little more salt."
'
One student did not have to actually explain what he ate. He just
told 'visitors to look down at his
carpeting. "We eat what's on 'the
floor," explained Scott Bruno. Actually, this is not as bad as it sounds
because his floor is covered with empty boxes from McDonald• s and
Domino's.

said that Stroh's beer does the trick
best. Hose Pintueles, however,
prefers rum with his snacks. He ex-·
plained,. "I always bring back bottles
of rum from Puerto Rico because rum
.goes great with anything." ·

Ever get the midnight. munchies?
Quite a few XU students are afflicted
with this ailment. However, most of
them do not go to their family doctor
for a cure. Instead they turn ~o their
Well, now that the Xavier dorm
friendly "fridge" or their popular
students' menu has been researched
popcorn popper or, well, read on.
and published, may we take your
It goes without saying that pop--order? ·
corn· is the basic staple of every dorm
student's diet. It is amazing how
popular a person becomes when that
Those students with no cooking
popcorn aroma seeps out of the door ability often rely on care packages
vents into the hall .. Popcorn-lover from good old mom'. Bob Sheehan
Laurie Brauer admitted, "I don't eat and his roommate said that they enannhing humorous; just lots of junk joyed having home cooking sent to
food like popcorn." "Popcor- them every once in a while. "Mom
noisseur' • Ted Long prefers popcorn gives me whatever is left from din-.
"a la airport." "I always buy airport ner," said Sheehan.
popcorn," he said, "It's better than · Weekend delicacies are always i'nOrville Redenbaucher' s!"
teresting. "When you're up at 4:00
in the morning you never know what
· Another popular remedy for the
you'll wind up eatng," said Tony
Haibili. "I like mustard sandwiches
munchies is to oraer a pizza. However,
after Saturday night parties ' tbe
sometimes pizza just does 11ot hit the
best.''
·
spot like ce'rtain other delectables do.
But wait, something is missing!
For instance, Paul Jervason was not
We forgot to report the best way to
quite satisfied after eating his pizza.
He explained, ''The pizza I chowed
wash those goldfish down! Jervason ·

Senior Jim Bier (seated) received "Happy 22nd Birthday" greetings In
the cafeteria last Monday from this b~lly dancer and a singing nurse
who prescribed her as a cure for his allegedly low blood pressure.
(M.R. Youstra photo).
·

IT PAYS TO ASK QUESTIONS!

Business Manager Wanted ·
The Xavier News is currently accepting
applications for the position of Business
Manager 1983-84. The Busin.ess Manager
. earn·s _money while ot?.t.aining... adv~r.tise_~.
_men:ts. f()f:' each issue~and rriails":ii:isues .to.
paid subscribers. For more information
contact the Xavier News office at X-3561
or Mike Santen at X-3607 ..

CBiQQ CRe"1geJcmg
Low Price Auto Insurance
871-3340 .

Anyone Interested -In giving a ride to a bllnd
student to or from Mt. Lool<out, please call
Mike at
321-3462 or
651-6963

Unsatisfied by pizza, Paul Jervason
sample's a 'sixties delicacy.' Most
students are more conventional In
their choice of late-night snacks.

~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::......;::::::::::::::::;:::::::;::::....::=;.;.:.::+;;;;;;;;~~.....,;--........;~~.,;,;,,o~~~----~.. -·-·.-.."~'-~'-·~'-~'-·--....-;.;..;;;.i· ....
.., ··---.·····-,,~~~ ... ._.._ ......... ,~.· . .,.

,, . .

';·~f'.';" ·.

Xavier ··University Band Presents

'''WHEN SWING
WAS-KING''Dance
_Featuring the Xavier
University Jazz. Band!

•SATURDAY,· MARCH 19 in the Cafeteria
Dinner·8-9pm Dance 9pm-1am.
•

•

'

•

1 '

.,

Dinner aod: Dance

.Cost for
Just Dance·

Couple

Couple

. $.1 s~both non-dorm
.
$13--0ne dorm; one not*
· $11-b()th dorm*·

$5
Single

·single

'$3

.'

·Cost for

$ . 8--.non-dorm
$· &---dorm*·.
*with meal pasS
.'

Commentary
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Ice machines

~~~~~~~Lo~ok-·J-~·-kr~
SG money should not be used
F; ve ~+ o nc:..e !·
· Residence Hall Council submitted a proposal for the purchase and instaUation of an
A
new f"e.vov-d.,....____
· ice machine for Kuhlman Hall at last Monday's Senate meeting.
. ·
"
The weU-thought-out itemization· requested $1500 in SG funds to buy a. coin- .
· operated ice rµachine for the sixth floor Kuhli:nan lounge. ~e Departm~n~ ofRes1denceLife offered to pay $415 of the $2265 tab, with SG absorbmg the remammg'$350 next
year. ·
·
·
Senate tabled the request, with good reason.
.
An ice machine would certainly be a welcome asset in Kuhlman Hall, as surveys mdicate. It would provide kc when the cafeteria is closed and especially help those
students who do not have refrigerators in their rooms.
· ·
It is also understood that this ice machine would be an experiment; presumably other
ice m;tchines wiU be purchased in the future.
_.
How fair, though, can the installation of one ice machine in the sixth floor Kuhlman
lounge be to students· in other dorms and commuters? It is doubtful that dormies in
Husman Brockman, Marion Corriliam and SulJivan would go to Kuhlman for ice; It is
likewise doubtful that either' SG or the housing department will allot over $10,000 to
purchase additional. machines. SG's generosity would seem to benefit only Kuh.Iman
residents.
· How many commuters would happen to pass by Kuhlman to obtain the ice generated
from SG money which also befongs to them? Relatively few, one would assume. Indeed
they can hardly benefit from such' an investment, .even in the unlikely eventuality that.
other machines are purchased.
·
.
. Others. may argue that a. tidy sum of $15 ,000 was spent on renovation of the Grill,
benefitting commuters. The Grill, however, serves all students and is easily access!~le.
The money for its renovation, in addition, came from the University's budget, not Student Government's.If Students want ice machines, fine. But they should be obt,ained in the same way···
renovations in the Grill were obtained - through the University budget.·
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required philosophy and · theology courses
make Xavier unique) have been ignored.
Even though Bob Jones· University racially
Imagine what would have happened if one
&~-Life needs compassion
. religion. I too am a Catholic and proud of it; of Fr. Currie's first actions as President of discriminates, i:his administration wanted to
It seems apparent that the Pro-Life MoveNevenheless, I do ~ot necessarily take every Xavier University had'been to rai~e the tuition
reward it with tax exempt status. Even though
mcnt is being challenged. to either grow or doctrine that is conceived by human beings;· of students whose families .madc.·lcss tha~· .· toajc·w!15tcs increasingly pose a health hazard
falter. If abonion is to be abolished, it will· regardless of whom they are, on a silver platter $30,000 a year, and 'lower tuition· for those· to the nation,' President Reagan's Environmen-.
have to be done on the personal level and not and program it into my mind as an automatic whose families made more than $80,900 a year.
tal Protcction'Agency has rewarded the agents
Imagine what would have .happcn~d if he that caused these threats by not ·prosecuting
through the legal system. To make a Jaw verity. Indeed, many people who were being
. against abonion docs not ensure obedience to led by some individual claiming to be a moral mandated that · those with failing . grades· in .. · thein. · . . .
philosophy· and_ theology courses be passed
·Ptesid.ent Reagan campaigned on the theme
that law. This can be seen in the total disregard authority killed countless others in the famous
Inquisitions of the fifteenth century. Yet, Mr.
with A's..
· ·
·
•
.of getting government off our backs, returning
with which Prohibition was greeted.
On the same Jevd, to educate one about Schutzman maintains there can be "NO COMImagine what would have happened ff he. ' it, with. vigor, to its primary legitimat~ purpose, Defense. (Many consider teaching
abortion does not mean that person will either PROMISE" in these matters and is so arrogant had cancelled calc.ulus, statistics and literature
. comprehend or agree with the teachings. This a's to insinuate that those who do not blindly classes and replaced them with the most basic reading, writing and arithmetic the primary,
mathematics and English composition courses legitimate purpose of education). In the procan be seen in our own· experiences with _school. follow cenain human being's intetprctation
What is needed in the Pro-Life Movement is of mor~ity (the Pope's) are against ChriSt.'
and hired so many new faculry members to cess he has. vastly increased defense expcnunderstanding, compassion, and action.
So I ask Mr, Schutzman, were th.ose people
teach these courses that the univcrsiry's budget ditures while cutting social. programs and
leading us to the largest federal deficit in
A young pregnant girl needs counselling, who. decided not to heed a Papal ·mandate in went in the red.
medical care, and support, not lip service and the Inquisition and Crusade against Christ? .I .· .· ?crhaps those families with incomes over history. , - . . . ,
/
negative comment$. If abortion is to be done would have uouble ~lieVing any pers0n who . ·, $80,000 a year.would be plcascc:l. Pi:rhaps some · -Of course, those w~ake over $80,000 a
away with, Pro-Life must do things liltc. provide refuses to kill an innocent man or womari is
business students and others· with problems in year are happy with these events, as arc the
medical care for the pregnant, find ho~es for
un-Chrutian.
theology and philosophy would. be pleased. _racists, ·the coq)otate polluters and defense
unwanted children, provide. moral and finanMy point is a simple one; mat morality can- Perhaps those ne1v faculty members would ~ contractors.
·
pleased. But I submit that the ovcrwhelmir:1g · But·why have the rest of us remained almost
cial support for those who are dealing with un- not and should not be legislated. The· moral
wanted pregnancy, sponsor youth groups that · fiber of an individual is inuinsic and unique to · majoricy of the. Xavier community would be silent? A poll taken by the l.Cgislative Action
provide young people a chance to have a mean- a person's charaeter. No one has the right to_ outraged.· ··.
·
·
Committee revealed that 6S percent of dorm
ingful relatio~ps without involving sex, and·. impose his morality UP9n others as view~d.
I can jlist 5ee Student GOvcrnmcnt President. students approve of the· way Ronald Reagan is
thelist can go on.
.
through his religion. No one has the right to
Tony Bramer calmly . railing against such a · handling the presidency. · .
·
.
policy in Senate~ I can just see myself cir·:/ -·
. Pro-Life. will never. succeed in desuoying decide the religion of another.
abortion until it does something to change the
Indeed; such Wc;>uld create a theocracy•
culating a petition through the Legislati\fe AcSome might cliiliit that my analogy is faulty,
very need for abortion. The challenge is there. something very much opposed to a democracy,
tion Committee to protest such actions. I can but I would beg to differ. Xavier.and the U.S.
and some fcit have made positive and caring the type of goveinment. Mr. Schutzman so . just sec·the faculty forming an tlll ha& commit- government arc both institutions which serve a
decisions, but the very· movement as a whole pretentiously defends.
· tee . to study the situation. I can even see particular function and fulfdl a particular purFinally, let me take on·thc issue of abortion.
Xavier's drowsy student body awakening from pose. Xavicr's·is to educate in the Jesuit tradimust join these few or the.cause is lost~ . ·
1bc choice is theirs: do they become axe · It may be surpriSing to r~d ~oming from.a
its apathetic sleep to ang~Y, f!-isc objec~io!'S to .don. The U.S. government's is to· serve its pcowieJding "Carrie nations" forcing people to liberal such as myself, but I am very much
such a state of affairS:· · •
- " · , ' " · plc'by protecting their nght.s to life, libeny and
their own opinions,. or do they· come like opposc<J to abortion on the grounds tha~ it is .: You can almost hear.the hue and cry that the pursuit of happine5s.
Mother Therc~a who gladly accepts any un- the taking of a human life, not' nceCsSarily: -. would ensue if these events were to oecurin the
Some , might . argue .. that I underestimate
wanted child to be raised by her sisters. I can because Rome says so. However, I belie\fe iil . Xavjer community. SO .why then iS there sueh-" .Xavier when lsuggest'thit it:S primary goal is to
guarantee that understanding will be inore cf. educating the public to the wrongs of abOriion, . an underWhelmmg silence. when similar occur- teach reading, writing and · arithmetic. Of ·
fective than intimidation.
not .ramming it down their throats only to have · rences have happened on. the· natiorial'scenc? · cour5e the goaJS 9 f higher education are more
Mardi K. Fallon it spit back out again.
.
What's that you.say? You.don't see the con. ambitious than that. And surely the· goals of
. If more time would have been spent on such ·. nection?FoHow ~Y.analogy;ifyou will. One of ow government .are more· ambitious than
Blind Ambition
a project, instead of attacking and derrogating'' Pr~ident Reagan's first acti_ons as Pre~idcnt was mc:iely· defending its citizens from forcig11
It is at very least encouraging to sec that Jerry people of other P!=rsuasion, countless precious
to call for an across the bpaid; 2S pe~ent, ~rec .. attacks. ..
.
.
Schutzman has finally decided to confront the
lives
could.have
been
saved.
It
is
also
necessary
·
year
tax
cut;
The
net
effect
ofthis
tax
Cilt
his
.
The
question.is
really,
What
should
the
goal
opinions of those who disagree with him, or his
been to raise the income of those .who 'make of government be? In America we.have come'tO
'"opponents" as he refers to them. However, ·it that life 'be respected after· birth as well as
before
binh,
for
it
is
no
less
sacred
once
out
of
.
more
than. $80;oop a year and lowe~ that_ of tindcrstand it aS an entity that protects citizens
is 'hardly inspiring to sec that Mr. Schutzman
the
womb.
Therein.
lies
the
message
of
Chris_.those
who
make less.Jhan $30;000 a year.Jn from attack, discriiitinatian, hunger: injustice,
has not ~:.andoncd his rather arbitrary
tianity.
t~
care
for
one
another
artd
µndcrstand
other
words,
a rcdistribu,tiorl; of wealth from · - illiteracy~ uruafe prOducts and unsafe air.' It is a
moralistic justification for all of his positions:
we
are
all
people
of
God
and
that
someone
the
less
wealthy
to the more wealthy has system that works. and is the envy of the world.
that
It is unfortunate that Mr. Schutzman'cannot
who
docs
not
agree
with
us
is
not
necessarily
occurred.
.
.
.
. .,.
. . ·.· . .
When we see it being· dismantled, we should
see any light that docs not eminate from within • against us. Christ said it best, "Love one
Unde~ President .Reag~ s .admmistration: speak up.
the doors of Vatican City. Make no mistake, I
many pieces of social lcg1Slation, .those. that
So look what's happening,. Xavier, and
do not castigate Mr. Sc!tutzman for his another as I have loved you ..'~illiam E. Ryan
make this country a beacon of social justice (as .speak 'up!.
BV TREV DALY
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.Pirates sails t·o cinema succes·s
Smith, creatures of the 'tinsel town, "With Cat-Like Thread, Upon Our
hyped up, pop world, it se.emed · Prey We Steal" number (also known
almost inevitable that this produc- as "Hail, Hail the Gang's All
·
tion woul4 · make it to the silver Here").
The strength of the supporting cast
screen.
is what makes this more than just a
. Well it did, and good thing too. star vehicle for a couple of rock stars .
This is pure.fun. No message, ·no Angela Lansbury is wonderful as
men dressed as women, no chain- Ruth, the slightly -deaf nursemaid·
saws. Just the best movie musical in who accidentally gives her ward to a
. years: a combination of a delightfully pirate when instructed to apprentice
absurd vision of the mythical, pastel. him to a pilot ..
George Rose is a product of the
draped penzance · and a top-to·
bo.ttom cast full of exuberant Royal Shakespeare Theater, but he
performances.
takes to this less classical masterpiece
like a truck to diesel. He e_ats· it up.
Leading. the crew is Kevin Kline, The role of the Major General seems
who is also currently appearing in created specifically for Mr~ Rose and
Sophie 'i Choice. In a much vice-versa. He makes the exquisite
. ·pleasanter role,"Kline plays the comic language of Gilbert and Sullivan ·
pirate king, an amalgamation of Er. (especially the breathtaking "I Am
.rol Flynn and Chevy Chase. Kline ·the Very Model of a Modern Major
won a Tony Award for his perfor- General") his own.
Tony Azito is incredible as the
mance ·in the Broadway version to
follow up his 1978 award for On the quadruple jointed keystone cop cap·
tain. He is the crowning achievement
Twentieth Ce!'tury.
of Graciela Daniele's choreography.
Kline sets the carefree, joyous tone The choreography of the film is a lit·
that permeates this film whenever he de less exciting than that of the stage
comes on screen, whether he is swing. production because of the close
. ing on a rope 'from his ship's mast or camera cropping. But the dose-ups
. leading the chorus line in the_ rousing .are wonh it, especially in the case of
Linda Ronstadt.
Well, what can you say about
Ronstadt? We always knew she had a
great voice, for rock and roll that'is.
In Penzance she explores a range and
clarity not before revealed. In the role
of the sweet and innocent Mabel, she
is simply delightful.

BY TREY DALY
Enl•rt•lnment Critic

(Sung to the music of "I Am the
·Very Mode.I of a Modern Major
General.'') _ ·.
I
a modern movie goer
used to sex and violence,
and celluloid productions
which are lacking in
intelligence.
Imagine my surprise and glee
to find the object of my
glance,
·
The musical extravaganza
called the Pirates of
Penzance.

am

In 19BO somewhat of an incon·
gruous marriage occurred on Broad~
way: A Victorian yet urbane _Gilbcn
. and Sullivan operetta met a slick;
rocked up New York vcrsiOn in
Joseph Papp's production· of The
Pirates of Penzance. It was a smash·
ing critical and box office success due
in large pan to Mr. Papp's daring
casting.
·Mr. Papp took what some might
consider a stodgy old· musical and
- invigorated it by placing two rock
stars in its leading ro.les. With the·
likes of Linda, Ronstadt and Rex

F'lv -W'dh Ual ·

USAF Pilots and Navigators ·begin by
......earning. as. muc;:h as $t8,60() .and such
...,..........,,,,......~ :.benefits· as:::
· ·' ,
· · ·. ~.

'-

Kevin Kllne and Rex Smith (I. to r.)'1peartle1d the d~zzllng, dellghtful. acrHn
production of Th• Plr•t•• ol Penz1nce, now showing exclualvely et Mt.
·
·
Lookout ThHter.

The biggest problem of both the
stage and screen version is the performance of Rex Smith as Frederick, the
duty-bound and fatefully frowned on
apprentice pirate. Just another pretty
·face teen idol, right? Wrong! His
voice, while not that of a master, is
clear and appea.ling and perfect for
the role. Smith adds just the right
amount of humor and magnetism to
this stellar cast.

BY TIM.TROXELL

type of premise was utilized in
Moore plays Dr. Saul Benjamin, a
· psychoanalyst who continually gets
Woody .Allen's "Play It Again,
Sam," with Humphrey Bogan being
, "Lovesick" . is the new Dudley imaginary visits (rom his idol Sig·
Moore romantic comecly; There are round. Freud (Alec Guiness). These · Allen's idol. No wonder-- the writer
of that film is the same writer for
just two problems: it is neither visits are not funny, and they cenain''Lovesick,'' Marshall Brickman.
ly are not original either. The same
romantic nor funny.
Entertelnlllent Clttlc

· •nl1tance.,;. .. • . ·

.
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*FREE GRANDSTAND
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•FREE PROGRAM
•FREE DAILY
. D()UBLE WAGER .

•FitEE ·HOT DOG
.
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·

For additional information
. contact Speci?J. ~v~nts Dept..
. .

(60~).371'~0200.

.

GET TOGETHER A GROUP OF FRIENDS OR, ORGANIZA~
·. TION MEMBERS' FOR .. A DELIGHTFUL . EVENING OF .
. THOROUGHBRED . RACING. IN~LUDE THIS COUPON
WITHRESERVATIONS FOR 20 OR MORE PERSONS ON ANY
OF OUR GROUP PARTY PLANS AND RECEIVE A S1.00 PER
. . ,
. :; .·.· .· .
.
. PBRsoN DISCOUNT. .· .
(THis OFFER SlJIUECT TO PRIOR COMMITMENTS AND Rl!SERVA~ONS.)

.

.... '

~

~REA'I'."

.

_

.

:

Home a1• uoo.aoo
· JIMllEAM
Post-time for. 10 races at 7pm
·.
· Spiral StaMa
(DAILY DUBLE WAGERING CLOSES AT 7pm)
.
ALL COLLEGE PERSONNEL ELIGIBLE FOR 'I'HIS OFFER..
· .·

The plot goes like this: a new patient (Elizabeth McGovern) walks into· Moore's office one afternoon for
treatment, and immediately Moore
falls in love with her. Forget the fact
that he is alteady married. He begins
fo have fantasies about ·her, and he
thinks of her constantly. · He even
follows her around one: day. only to
be caught in an embarrassing situation in one of .the few funny
moments in the film. Eventually, he
wins her over, only to later get into a
fight with her, only to win her back
again, etc.

The problem with . "Lovesick"
docs not lie with Moore, who almost
I .
. . ·.
I saves the film. He's very charming,
I
I and he's already proven his comic
capabilities in "Foul Play," "10/'
and last year's huge smash "Ar·
thur." No, the problem lies in the·
script .. · Moore hardly · ever gets a
chance to show off his talents in the
:
'film's trite and predictable script,
.
LARGE GARLIC BREAD 1 QUART OF COKE
· Plus 11ot1te Depoelt
I and McGovern is totally miscast as his
.1 lover. She barely looks older than 20 •.
1· This delicious offer Is valid any MONDAY or TUESDAY throug~out MARCH. . I . and· she is too young-looking to be
involved with Moore.
I 351 •1500 . (not valid wllh other coupons or offers)
351 •1500 1. romantically
.
It . is as if the audience keeps
waiting for something really funny to
happen, but it never docs. With
·The Cork·n·Cleaver is looking for energetic, friendly InMoore, "Lovesick" is mediocre at
dividuals to flli day and night posltl~n~: ·
· best; without him, it iS a· disaster. On.
a·seale of 0-10, "Lovesick" rates a 5.

1 THE

.

The Pirates ofPenzance is a romp,
beginning the minute you walk in the
theater (exclusively showing at the
Mt. Lookout Theater) and are
handed a full color magazine describing the evolution of the movie and its
cast and creators plus the full libretto
of.the musical. So come and watch
the pretty sights and listen to the
pretty sounds and sing. along if you
like.

Moore can't· reineiiY.iOVeSlCk.

•30.deya annual vacatlOn. with pay
• worldwide aulgnmenta
• "8e medlcaVdentel care ·
• ed11catlon ·oppottunltlfia with flnancl•I

a

.

·1

DINNER FOR 4 SPECIAL.

·LARGE(16•)~WITH2T:~~:~RGHOICE ~Lv$7.9S

I

I
I
I

Hot FREE Delivery to Xavier _campus .

L---------~-----------------1
HELP WANTED·
Dlnner/Coektall Waltreuea·· Walteni
L""nch Waitress or Walter:.;;... Hosten

Interested persons should be neafln appeart11nce and app. ly between 2-3:30 p.m. Mon.-Thurs; \Y8 offer'flexlble hours.··.
Must be 21 or over..
· ·

11481 Cflelter Road (Shannllle)

'

TYPING SERVICE .
No Job too big oi' small.
Word Procea8or ·
. Variety of type_• .
Faat.semce ·Low Rat•

call '542-8731. Alk tor Pat.
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Hicks breaks record; Musketeers up rec:,ord to 18-7.
Steve Wolf was ''on'' for that game! Hitting the hoop
10 of ·14 from the field at distances ranging between 12
The· mettlesome Muskies, tuning up for 'post-season. feet and 2!> feet, he posted a game high and career high
play, subdued Oklahoma City last Saturday 79·53 and 22 points.
Oral Robens la5t Thursday in an overtime thriller 87·79.
At the end, the Chiefs, down to four players due to
Against the Oklahoma. City Chiefs, Tony Hicks was
'
foul trouble, lost to the Muskies 79·H.
under the spotlight. He needed 10 points to break Steve
Thomas' record of 1722 to become Xavier's all-time
Prior to Saturday's .festivities, the Musketeer ·squad
leading scorer. Obvious butterflies atid the Chiefs' extra
went to battle against Oral Robens.They celebrated with
defensive pressure kept Hicks from his well-deserved mo·
a victory that lodged them into a second place tic in the
mcnt of glory until midway through the second half. At
9: 19 Ralph Lee passed to the open Hicks who sailed an 18 MCC.
foot jumper for career points 1, ~22 and 1, 723.
Up by six points with less than a minute to go is usually a comfortable position - unless the underdog is the
While the Chiefs centered their· effons around the
persevering Muskies, as the Titans found out in the 87 · 79
Hicks hullaballoo, they neglected · to ke.ep tabs .on
Xavier victory.
'
number 25, XU Captain 'Steve Wolf. Replacing Vic
Fleming (who was sidelined with bruised ribs) and makXavier jumped on a 14-2 lead early in the first half.
ing his debut as a starter this season, Wolf opened up the
Midway through, the Titans woke up and scampered
.scoring for the Musketeers, who led 29-23 at the half.
back within tWo, 34~32, at the half.
BY BARBARA STEGEMAN
Sport• Reporter

Outing the next 20 'minutes, it was Xavier's turn to
play "catch-up.'' For nearly 17 minutes the Titans kept
the lead, expanding it occasionally to nine points.

Anthony Hicks' fellow players congratulate him alter he scores his r~cord·
breaking i)olnts against Oklahoma City last Saturday. (Tony Martino photo)•

Ladies' record tied

scored . nine and grabbed eight
'bounds. Senior Karen Ohe, playing
The Lady Muskies evened their her last game in Xavier blue and
record at 13 wins and 13 losses by white, chipped in with 12 points.
defeating a very good Northern Ken· Captain Karen Niehoff and Cindy
tucky Squad 84-67 Monday night.. · Turney also played in their.last game.
Their 17 point upset victory was
the first time the. Muskies ever beat
Las.t Saturday the Muskies visited
NKU: It was .also their last game of Ohio Northern University only to be
the season.
denied .the win by a point, 83·82.
Jo Ann Osterkamp led the Muskies Again it was Land and Osterkamp
with 25 points, Stacey Land had 21 · pacing the Ladies with 26 and 25
. with 10 rebounds and. Judy Smith points respectively .
BY JIM LACEY
Sport• Reporter

While leading 75-69 at :39, ORU called a time-out.
The excitement unraveled from there.
With 26 seconds to go, JeffJenkins bank,ed in a layup,
cutting the margin to four. Throughout the remainder
the Titans fouled three times, and the Muskies took advantage. The unshakeable Jenkins capitalized on the first
foul for two while the reliant Hicks followed up on the
second foul at :07 for one, bringing the score to 75-74
ORU. Two seconds later the Titans fouled again.Jenkins
picked up the tying point from the line and forced the
. game info overtime.
For the first four minutes of ovenime, Xavier
dominated, scoring eight points before the Titans could .
light the board. At the buzzer, it was 87 · 79 XU.
The Muskies (9-4 MCC) finish out the regular season
Saturday at St. Louis. Next week they head to Evansville .·
for the MCC tournament on March 9; 10 .and 11.

, O.:LAHOM• CITV UNIVl!'.RSITY

Richard Harris draws tbe foul. In the Muskies' victory
over OCU. (Tony Martino photo).

l

Osterkamp and Smith le&dl.Qdy
Musketeers in tough Di\fiSiOl'{l
Earller thli nason, Jo Arin Oaterlcamp , . . . . over Ii Unlveralty of Clncln·
··

. ·. · ..·.... 1,.
M ~gies

:XU's game plan of looking to run such 'as home court advantage and natl defender.·
and hit the open person in a· fast the referees often provide the margin
Coming off their best season ever, tempo game has worked with satis- of vic,ory.
the Lady Musketeers have ·basically · faetory success .. The team has played
· Post-season play seems out of reach.
th.~ same team that won the well in spu.ns. Consistency is die
for th~ Mµskies because there is. no
19a1·1982 state championship. But problem as a~ times they have played state .. to.urriani~nt. The La<!y
the.icompctition has .changed as the with last year's championship,form ... MusketcetS would:havc to be invited.
into the NCAA~·tournament .. Their ·
AIAW, the Muskies' .old organiza- The 13-13 record is deceiving. With
tion;;. folded out of existence. This the now even matchups, little. factors· . current. record is respectable· ·.and
year·,, the Lady Musketeers have joined
remarkable for 'their first season. in
the NCAA and face much stiffer com·
··Division I, but will fall short of
petition in Division I.
invitation. · ·
·
With eleven veterans· returning to
. · Attendance is on the rise'this year
the women have entered the world
the roster (including four stances) the
talent is still there to compete with
of.the NCAA~ '~People now seem to
the level of play in Division .I. The
be more aware that the .women's
basketball is interesting. and fun to.
Lady Muskies possess .two·potent of.
fensive players in all-time · sc~ring
watch. There's more skill ·and' it's
quicker than it has been in the·past,"
leader Jo . Ann Ostetkamp and
1000-point club member Judy
. comincnted.,Massa. · · .
· ·.. · Next year, the Lady . Musketeers
Smith. The talents of these two
will lose key rebounder Ohc, pla~
players help overshadow the loss of
tooning guard Cindy. Turney and forBeth Hake, whose numer0us records
arc being shattered by play~making
ward Karen Niehoff. How will this..
affect the outlook for next season?
guard Ostcrkamp..
.
"We;ll miss our 5eniors ... you can't
Senior Karen Ohc has returned at
rcplaec experience. But I'in opti- ·
forward this year and currently holds
mistic that, we'll be able to recruit
the school rebounding record. Five·
foot-eleven inch Smith, a · guaid
· quality· freshmen who can fill the
turned forward, has pulled down an
vacancies," replied Massa.
The lethal. duo of Ostcrkamp and
average of just over eight reoounds ·
per game to lead the team this
Smith will return to pick apart
season. Despite this, . the Lady
defenses. With a little more consistency. and . coiitilluecf. success. in
Musketeers often '· find themselves
· rccru,ting. top quality players,' the
outsizcd under the boards and conse·quently head coach Lauiie Mun: has
Lady Musketeers should,, p,oduce a,
installed a fist.break oft'ense·to comw~nnina-.season in their.second yeu,
.Chrla lfa~.. (Joe. Cliny, ph_ol0a~ ..•.... . -·in the NCAA,
.:
pete· against larger opponents;·
BY BILL FELDHAUS
Sportt Reporter
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>·

:Saloon

542.5 Carthage Ave .. ·

., :· . .·-.'.The. BIGGEST~Night..
.

:·of:tb~.YEAR!! . ·

.

.

This· THURSJ)AY NIGHT.

.Second: Annual

Beach····

.·.ParfYI·..
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Free Prizes.
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INTRAMURAL. UPDATE

·Sports A1port1rs

Monday-6 Foot and under
Gartland, who finished the game
. The.·. Wizards. ~nd the Pershing Counmasters 45.
with a career high 38 points.
Rifles upped off the game both look- . Monday~Open
. .
. .
Undecided rolled over the War
ing for their first win and when' the
Dave Alt scored the lasi: 6 points of
Pigs 80-59 behind Kevin. Cosgrove
game ended the Wizards were still the game. to lead the Gumbys to a
and Doug Grankey, who both scored
looking for win number one. The. 62-56 win over the Hot Shots. Alt
22. John McVey led the Pigs with 25.
Wizards led. 30-24 at haiftime but fi.nished the game with 14 points.
The Brew Crew must have staned
·the Pe.rshing. Rifles hung strong and Si:eve Wheeler led the Hot Shots with
drinking· in the afternoon and forgot
.when tt was over the Riflemen came 28.
about their game ·against Out . of
out on top 51.-49. Murray paced the
The . Courtmasters remain~d
Shape and never showed up. Chalk
winners with 20 and Tom Ross of the undefeated as they breezed by the
one up for Out of Shape.
Wizards led all scorers with 26.
Jets 95-.65. Mike Ahlrichs, who may
,. The Queefers got a scare but still be the most dominating big man in · Tuesday- 6 Foot and under
The Double Dutch Gang
raised their record to 5-0 as they mov-. · XUIM, led the Counmasters with 36
demolished the Nap Pack 110-38;
ed the Squeaks 65-59. Bill Schulte points. Bunker scored 37 in. a losing
led all scorers with 28, and · cause. Joe Ashe hit the winning . Dave Tobin led the winners with 31
points.
Schildmeyer tossed in 16 in a losing bucket with eight .seconds to go to
The ·Quaaludes put together a
ca\ise.
·
give· the Bud Boys a 74-72 victory
The Trojans hung strong at the over the Poiks. Bill Rice led the win- · strong overall performance to defeat
CNT 69-58 and raise their record to
cnd to slip past the Fudge Packers ncrs with 24 while Kapk of the Poiks
5~0. The win .gives the Quaaludes
69~66. The Trojans were able to win · led all scorers with 27. · ·
sole possession of first place.
the game in the last minute from the . .The Orphans . overcame a seven
Paul Rosado hit a big free throw in
charity stripe. Bob Bishop led· the at'l<0 point deficit and playing with just
ovenimc to give the Newts a 40-39
tack with 30 points and 19 rebounds. four men rallied back to beat the
win over the Snatch to garnish their
Freshman Persuasion 79-76. Pat Mcfirst win of the year.
The day was highlighted by the., Cabe scorcd.22 and Bill Carroll add. game between In Like Flint and the cd 19 for the Orphans, who finally·
John Frey dumped in 22 to .help
lead the AC to a 55-53 victory over
Courtmastcrs, who both went into found their way into the win column.
GHA's.
the game with perfect 4-0 records.
Chris Beer led all scorers with 27.
Power· Volleyball (2-16)
..
The Courtrriastcrs went · into the TueSday-Open
Spikers over Lowlifes 15-0, 15-10
locker room at halftime with a 25-23
The Herd stepped all over ·Pi
lead but In Like Flint went on top Alpha Phi 95-30. The game was Jovobo over TroJaQS 15-2, · 15.5
Co-Rec Volleyball (2-17)
midway through the second half led never even close as the Herd led
by the sharp shooting of Phil 40-12 at halftime. Pi Alpha Phi could
Warriors over Best of the West 15-3,
15-3
McHugh, who had 29. points. The not fJgure out a. way to stop the
Bedsprings over B.D:'s 15-6, 15-1
Herd's freshman sens~tion Paul
final score was In Like Flint 59,

Women's....,.. Wednesday
.
The Double Shots ripped the
. Rowdies 57~18. The Rowdies were
· Co-Javobos · over Casbah Rockers able to . come up with . only eight
points in the second half. Maura
15:3. 15-11'
Gormley
led the winners with 20
Beach Bums over Excalibur 15-5,
points but the key factor of the game
15-11
Wallbangers over H.D ..'s 15-1, 15-.10 was the defense play of Barb Allan.son, who came up with 12 steals.
XUIM Top 10 poll
Two-Wasted took advantage of
Open
W3, who only had four players, and
1. Counmasters 4-0
beat them 47•34. Katie Lindsay led'·
2. Wizards 5-0
2-Wasted with 18 points. The one
3. Gumbys 4-0
bright spot for W3 was the play of
4. Herd 4-1
Julie Hipskinds, who had 15 points
5. Undecided 4-1
and rebounded very well.
·
6 .. Out of Shape 4-1
Patton's· Panie!S once again failed
7. Bud Boys 3-1
to show up, so give the ·win· to
8. Bombs A.way 3-.2
Wasted Bound.
9. Freshman Persuasion 2-2
Thursday-Open
10. Brew Crew 2-3
·
The Wizards were able to remain
.undefeated with a 71-54 win over
6 Fool anti Under
Bombs A.way. Lovell Fitzpatrick and
1. Quaaludcs 5-0
Tony Lanier had 25 and 24 respec2. Quccfcrs 5-0
tively for the winners .. Jeff Kusch
3. In Like Flint 5-0
played very well in ·a losing cause with
4. Counmastcrs 4-1
24 points.
5..CNT 4-l
Well, believe it or not Jerry's Kids
· 6. Herd 3-2
almost won a game. They played v~ry
7. Double Dutch Gang 4-1
well but still lost to the Monks ;•in .
!!. Squeaks 3-2
ovcnime 60-57.
9. AC 3-2
xUIM Notes
·~
10. Trojans
There will be a foul shooting cci@~
11. 96 SOT 3-2
test during the tournament. If y~"ef~
Note: This poll has nothing to do team make$ the tournament you W.ill
with any seeding 'in the tournament. shoot sometime before or after yo\'.ir
It is strictly th,e opinion of a random game. If your team docs not: maJCe
the playoffs or you don't play on a
group.
team but still want' to shoot there will
be special times set up. Keep reading
this section the next several weeks for
more details. .
·
Floor Hockey
Chew Crew 2, Head 1
Coral Reefers 12, N.Y. Islanders 3
Loosers 6, El~ 1
GHA.'s 2, Fudge Packers 1
Co-Rec - Sundays
. The Chestcritcs scored a victory
over the PHD's by forfeit.
In the only game of the afternoon,
the Guys and Dolls handed a loss to
Pi Alpha Phi 54-46. Mike Enle was
the high scorer for the Guys and
, . .~ ....,,,.,,DoJJs.wit:h ..17• ... .
11. ·
Special Event .
. A bash in OSC/XUIM with the
Last of the Fightin Irish will be held
on March 18 from 8:00 p.m. to 1:00
a.m. Cincinnati's '.'SUSPECT" will
be the band. The theme is "O'Dancc
-N- McDrink"

•

EVEN STRAIGHT/is CAN'T

HELP
IF
YOU
FLUNK
·TUITION.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Today, the toughest thing about going
to college is.findit}g_the-money to pay (or it.
· . .·But.Army ROTC can help-. ~o

. .wavsr .

·-·"'.:'.":~~-,

. . . -· - :.:.· · .· ·· · .' :. · ·
~

<: · · ·

·

· . . .First, you can apply for an Army
ROTC scholarship. It covers tuition,
··.books, and SU:PPll~s; and pays you
up to $1,000 each:Sc:hool year it's
in effect.
·
· But everi if you're not a
.scholarship r~cipient,· ,.
ROTC can ·still ·help
with'finaricial .assis- .
ta.nce-upto$1,000
a year foryour · -·. .~,~
last two years in ·
. the program. :·
- Formate
.· .infonrlation,
· contact your
· · .Professor of
. Mli~ce.

·Battery ·G-11
gains much
•

pra!~! TRAvis
Contributor

A=PJl!'l/:ML

•··•ALL10UCANK

..·

-.

. •

.·:-.

..·.,·

. "} .

r:

.Contact Qlpt. Michael at 745~~
.,

... ;·:

,,·

...

Battery G-11 of the National
Society of Pershing Rifles, a military
fraternity at Xavier,, gives ·:ROTC
cadets a chance to work together and
provide public services in the Cincinnati area.
l :!"'
Led by P/R Captain R~ben ·0.'
Whaley, the PIR's provided the coforr
guard for the Central Trust National,
Tennis Exhibition lastJanuary. Wh'il~'·
viewing the ·event free of chargc;i •
. members of the color guard met ·
Tracy Austin and Billie Jean King.
Anyone who attends Xavier
basketball games in Schmidt
Fieldhouse has probably noticed
P/R's ushering for the games. P/R .
· Private David Glaser explained, "I
like ushering. Besides getting a
chance to show off my uniorm, I get
to meet people, sec my friends, and
enjoy the game."
The thirty members of the fraternity also. panicipate in Six-foot-and- ·
under intramural basketball.
They :also .experience a taste of ·
authentic military ''war games'' by
panicipating in' field training exercises, Those who t?-kc p.in frequently, like P/R First Lieutenant Eileen
Boyle, arc given full combat dress
. and . an M16A.1 , weapon with ·
magazines of blanks while camping
. out in the woods of Kentucky. · ·
. Xavier's Society of Pershing Rifles,
is growing. It is estimated, based on;·
the increasing interest in ROTC
shown by both male and female
.students,. that their numbers will be
d_ou~led ~ithin a year.
.. ·

...

.

.
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Xavier News Reader SUtvey .
The Xavier News wants your opinion. Please clip and fill out the following survey and return to the

·1· News office, located behind the Information Desk in the University Center.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.,

.

.

1. When you read the Xavier News, do you:
_._ Read it totally __ Read most of it __ · Read one or two sections
__ Skim it without really reading any of it
2. Which section .do your read most often?
__ News __ ·commentary __ Entertainment . __ Sports - - . Update
3. To what extend does the Xa11ier News:
very well__ well__ OK.._ fair__
A. Tell Xavier's story accurately and completely
poor__
·B. Provoke. thought
very well__ well__ OK._ fair__ poor__
C. Entertain you
very wel.L_ · well__. OK._~ fair__. poor__
4. What do your regard a5· the paper's major strengths? Major weaknesses?

DD, I wu bad before I turned 20! Thanks for the cards,
To the Twin, Remember whar I told you never to forger,
·~
. .
.
PEGS, April and Beth, "'Euwc.us while we chain!''
Ed, Cherish it? You owed me! Reg
. To O.ve G, Thanks alot for the' Carnations, we all .love ·
Jeanne J!:, Happy 20th! Reg
you. love, The Girls in BAND
·
Chris, Thanks oodles for. die ride home. It's great to
' Smoothie, Many have caught .my.eye." Only you have
have .a labbir who drives AND rcineinbers the di<taty
captured it with that s-m-o'o;t'.h nyle of yours.
habits. of Ausrralopirhecus!
·
·
Dave, I knew you were going to say thar! Dirch Digger
Nermal.,yor.i'rc NOT AU.OWED!
For·Sale: 2 foot high siuffed unicorn. Make offerf
Sue, you weren't supposed to be the life .of the pany
· Anna; what's in ·your ·pockci:·· Smu~. 6home, ·or· a
· Good job Lady Aquamu•kie• - 8th in the Stat•!
NeroilC? .
·

S. What would you like to see· more of in the Xavier News?

,,
'l:

6. Do you . _dorm __commute
..
7. Would you be wiiling to -part of the Xavier News staff?'
<
(If yes; check which area and write your name and phone number below.)
__News/feature writing __Sports writing __Entertainment writing
__Copy editing __photography · _._Typing·. -._Cartooning

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

. ..

Capriaii Moolcie .. Ro.., .Arc Red; .Vfolers Are Blue,
whenever you're thirsty 1.'11 give you.my shoe. Missy. ·

Edgecliff Security: Who loves, you babe Girls
.

Caprain K, Perk up or •hip out!
We're PR buddies, and that'• the best kind, cvetyhody
here's a friend of mine,. We laugh when we're happy
and drink when we're blue.
What's rtie primaty function'of PR's? Pany!
PRs Guess Xavier's the only ories who know how ro have
a good time at the Militaty Ball. · ·
Hey Bubba: We still won - despite the refs!
Hey turkey, ic ,.... a rotten, miserable day until I got
your caids. Thanks! Garfield
Shorn, 3·D Movie-Lover, I like your gl..,..! Can I get a
pair?
·

Late 'night Security at Brand El. .Late nighr entenain"
ment available' ,... the 'th Ooor Block. · ·
Doug, oris it I.arty .;.., Get a grip.
Hey ref, tell the other ref we'rr r111J/y glad his wing won.
/~:

. CAMPGROUND MASSACRE PART. II. Stew
cooked ro order.
.. · ·
.
,

Join us in Julie's front yard. Be there - Aloha
Do real men eat Julie's Steaks? ·
NOT AND UVE; THEY DON'T (BURP)
Welcome to the world ,Adrienne Lyman!· (Californi..
Sector, folks) '

Bobby .Blair: .One must be awake.enough 10 see stun·
I.el me pick ch~ movie!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ning women waving in parking lots. C,L, and J
I love Star Trek and hate colds! I gu.., this isn't my · Fr. P, A blank space really is nothing! From cenain peonight! (but th• company makC. it wonh the while!)
ple in section 3,,
P.S. rurkey, Did you forget to pay your phone bill? •
Claire: Is coming over from Edgecliff u .renifying ••
eating Julie's stew? AAAAAAAAlllllllGGGGGGG·
T~dy Bear, Fire and Ice, Whips and Chains
HHHHHHH•!!!!!! .. #S"
Teddy Bear, I get excited just thinlcing what.you might
Lupines of.the world revolt! You have nothing to lose.
but your bird droppings!
·

be like! Woman

L---~----~----------------~~~~-~~~~~~----~
·;,_

''h floor
.

It's the time of the year for a monthly gov't ovenhrow.
Prepare yourselves for the Spring of Grear Revdrie. ·

.,

When your IOI/ts fOIJlOt th9Y!I~~:
sent.you s~ndi(lg m.one~ " . 1· .· ·
11
· Looks like;a Stl0h.Li9flt··~;ght•. '

Meis and Chells: If you're too j>oorro go to Florida, why
not join us in Delhi! We can even·go to the Main En·
trance. It' miy not be Daytona but when you're broke: ..
.
.
J,L,C ,;,.
·Smoothie - .''Come give your love to me.'' .
To Cory from Coyt: "Do!l't make me wait too long"
·,; '. Hey Girls, Bii R is a Knockout
· '_Yes, I do have a mothe.r and sisters; but keep them out"
· ··
·
of it!

PrO,. MiU<r; Ramrod, P.M; Clone, Orbit, P.M. Clone,
. Wilking
Slob, ,Anil-Pro ClonC., Anil·Ramiod
' Clones, anil finally. the Ed Clone - YOU ARE THE
·GREATEST TO THE LEAST'- RESPECTIVELY!!!!!
'Normal, you're NOT AU.OWED!

Jilk•, .

. . Mary and Phyllis.1rcar swimming in ·the last meet of your
· college~rs, · · · .,.
" ·

Good luck Angie and Don!
. Scott - How wu the orgy? Linda
Linda, one good wreck deserves another ...;.
,dtasl love Ya, Julie
·

it~•

such a .
· · ·

· Scott, Why did the chicken cioss the playground? To get
.tci the other slide!!! Linda ..
Li 0da and Scott;You'vc gor .10 stop meeting like that. I
. mean, really! In the Middle of Alrrr lobby!!! Julie

Lisa: Give us a call over break! Julie, Cliire and Linda
· Bobby Blair: . How about ·Harold . and Maude this
weekend? L and C
·

Linda; Each musr tend his own bagel garden. Julie
Claire, "nting Julie'~ stew .. terrifying .. going to

Edgecliff?

.

Claire, You C:ail'i dmp out of college; you'll never make
· ·ii u a ski bum no matter how stunning you ire.
lodacy, Your beard is rcally tny. By all nianl; keep it!
Lisa; Conpaa!. Yow review',... added io Journey's Ar·
chim. ·
·
· ·
·

. Scoct; It's no wonder yuur morhet didn't. thiow you off .
die acqe! What a mouth! An1ic ·

·

' lltsina, How hard is it 10 drive ~with no bettery in
roui w? Sony you had ro find out, An1ir
·
Lady Di; ,Have a good time in Florida. Brin1 hick IOllle
. "authentic" beach sand. L<>ve, A!l1ic
·
Good Ludi Men's Swim Team 11 MCC
When wu your first date?
WeU, Is he or isn'r· he?

~"

. Let's play a game, Maty"....
Melisia, Why woul.dn't you sleep with me?
· Congratulations swimmers in your championship merrs
Go for it, Mike, in Nationals! ·
Thpecial ·thwimmirs have more fun - JO.
· We're in training for Senior Weck
" Apes We love·you!·
PEGS :_ Great Weekrnd, Thanks! Patrick
.Pretzel; Charm and look,< aren't ev~tythingl Ger a sense
of humor!
·
' · L >. ·
· ·
Some People have aBIG OLD HEAD, or should 'that be
.·EGO? ··
"·Hey Guy, l..et's.ger PHYSIC-AL!
Hey, Dr. Connors Gue" .who!!! C.F.
John,, a great· baby sitter and a'wonderful person. Enjoy
your Spring Break
·. '
'
· ScOtt F, get a sun r~n in Florida, nor blisters! ·
· C.Ce Maty Kay, sorry, but your face still the same. '
'. Piper, Staff, Have a grea1 Spring Bieak!

Now Cincinnati Bell is offering a neW service· at ·Surrey
·scjuare to pay the bills: Take advantage of ir, Carinen:-..
'·. Mel and .Chellc: ·Busy Spring Brnk? If noi, join us in
.~·Delhi: We can go ro tht Main Entrance:. · ·
. '

On' that rare occasion, when you·
. find you~lf ,With extra money, treat
yourself and your friends to. a riight.
you'll remember. A Strohlight night,
Stroh Light is the great-tasting beer·.·
thatdoesn't fill you:up.
·

· . Thetrl,ithis/'('lhether you've>·
gotten surprise mqney or hot, for ·
. great tim~. Stroh·UQhtiS alWays
·. · a good investment. ' .: . >.

·

·Loo1cs·.111ce a

"'

. ·~tfJJlt·~nlfll!l:t .·~

Cl;airc, Who wants to go to Florida anyway? Julie i
·Wanted, Paramedics with journalism eaperience 10
revive srudenrs after Jean's 11:20 inid-rerm.on•Thurs·

·

.·.'.dayll! '
.
Ed, Good Ludi with Kiddies! The V.D.·posteri:hild .. · ·
, .' ScOlt, )lVhich leg do you limp on? AMS

·.· : ' .

" SGA, fto1 and ML had to'.be brought. up; We had a
· ri&ht to know, I hope you agree. Angie

·

··

·

lodacy and Michelle, Thanks a bunch! ·I'm nirc you
two were instrum<ntal in convinciril Don. I ieally ap~te it; and you won'trepct it! AMS
.

Coopaa t.o Diana and Jim (u in Jama not Timothy):
Weddina on March IZ;' 1983.. . .. ' . .
.

